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The COVID-19 pandemic has profoundly and negatively impacted the global stock

markets. Hence, we investigated the time-varying impact of the COVID-19 pandemic

on stock returns during the period from January 27, 2020 to December 23, 2021

using the TVP-VAR-SV model and used G7 countries as our research sample. Our

results imply that (i) the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic has a significant negative

impact on stock returns, but the impact decreases as the time window increases; (ii) the

timeliness, compulsoriness, and effectiveness of anti-epidemic policies implemented by

governments are the important adjustment factors for stock returns; (iii) the impact of

the early stage of the COVID-19 pandemic on the stock market trend gradually weakens

as the intermediate time interval increases. In addition, over time, the duration of the

negative impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the stock returns became shorter, and

the recovery rate of the impact became faster; (iv) under the managed floating exchange

rate regime, the stock returns changed synchronously with the pressures of exchange

rate appreciation and depreciation, and under the free-floating exchange rate regime,

the effect of the exchange rate on stock returns was almost zero, while the impact

of exchange rate channels in eurozone countries was related to the characteristics

of national economies. Thus, governments should make greater efforts to improve

the compulsion and effectiveness of epidemic prevention policies and strengthen their

control over exchange rate fluctuations to alleviate the negative impact of the COVID-19

pandemic on the stock markets.

Keywords: COVID-19, stock returns, dynamic impact, TVP-VAR-SV model, Bayesian estimation

INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 pandemic broke out in Wuhan in December 2019 and spread rapidly across the
world in 2 months, sweeping over 190 countries and regions. The outbreak of this pandemic is
characterized by uncertainty and repetition, which has caused immeasurable losses to the global
macro economy, and the global capital market has fluctuated violently. The stock markets have
especially bore the brunt of the pandemic. On the one hand, the outbreak of the COVID-19
pandemic has accelerated the spread of pessimism among global investors and contributed to the
herding effect, resulting in successive stock market declines and a vicious circle; on the other hand,
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the isolation policy brought by the pandemic has impacted on the
economy from both consumption and output, which affected the
trend and expectation of the stock market and imposed a serious
negative effect on the stock market returns. For example, the
US stock market had even experienced a record four meltdowns
in 10 days, ending the 11 years of US bull markets occurring
since 2009. Stock markets of other major global economies, such
as Germany, the United Kingdom, and Japan, also experienced
drops of as much as 30–40%.

As a “barometer” of the real economy and the “monitor”
of industry and enterprise development, the volatility of a
country’s stock market returns reflects its macroeconomic
situation through investors’ expectations, capital valuation, and
other channels (1, 2). For instance, the classical life cycle theory
(1979) and Tobin’s Q effect theory (1969) both emphasize the
Indication function of stock price fluctuation. Thus, against
the background of the outbreak and spread of the COVID-
19 pandemic worldwide, the stock market can more sensitively
and fully reflect the impact of the pandemic, which is an
ideal empirical research object. Therefore, a quantitative study
about the breadth and depth of the impact that the COVID-
19 pandemic has had on the stock market both directly and
indirectly can enrich the field of research on the influence
of emergencies on financial markets. Moreover, clarifying the
characteristics and general rules of the impact and exploring
its influence channels can help provide a decision-making
basis for investors and policy makers, and it can also provide
important theoretical and practical knowledge regarding the
risk of external emergencies and resolving financial crises in
early stages.

Notably, under the current background with increasingly
close trade ties and strengthened financial integration, exchange
rate has a significant impact on the stock market. From
a theoretical point of view, the interest rate parity theory
reveals the intrinsic link between the market interest rate and
the exchange rate. Combining this theory with the Gordon
model, which reveals the relationship between stock prices
and the money market interest rate, uncovers the relationship
between a country’s exchange rate and its stock market.
The Dornbusch overshoot hypothesis (1976) explains the
excessive volatility of exchange rates and emphasizes the
excessive reaction of asset market prices to external shocks
through exchange rate overshoots. The cash flow-oriented
model (3) and the portfolio-oriented model (4)—which use
the current account and capital account as intermediaries,
respectively—have been historically proven to be classic
explanations describing the relationship between stock prices
and exchange rate.

From the perspective of influence mechanism, the exchange
rate has a multi-directional and multi-level impact on the stock
market. The close relationship between the exchange rate and
the stock market creates profit conditions for speculators. Thus,
understanding the relationship between exchange rates and stock
prices can help fund managers manage and hedge risks (5).
For companies, particularly multinationals that are vulnerable to
global market trends, familiarity with exchange rate movements
helps them avoid risks and mitigate micro-impacts on equities.

In addition, the exchange rate can also affect the risk contagion
of the stock market at the macro level by affecting international
trade relations. Existing empirical studies also show that, due to
the outbreak of COVID-19, a series of restrictions and blockade
measures have been taken globally, resulting in unexpected
changes in cash flows, which has in turn impacted the exchange
rate market (6). Thus, the importance of exchange rates cannot
be ignored with respect to COVID-19 outbreaks and financial
market turmoil.

This study applies TVP-VAR-SV model to capture the
dynamic impact of the COVID-19 epidemic on the stock market
return, and explores the important intermediary role of exchange
rate in this process. The study finds that the spread of COVID-
19 has a significant negative impact on stock returns but not
lasting, and the stock market recovers faster in the later period;
whether the epidemic prevention policy implemented by the
government is timely and effective has a significant impact on
the recovery of stock market returns; and exchange rates have
a synchronous effect on stock returns under managed floating
exchange rate regime.

The contributions of this paper are as follows: first, the
existing literature mainly focuses on corporate performance (7),
corporate social responsibility (8), investor sentiment (9), and
trade linkages (10), while few literature explores the impact
of the COVID-19 epidemic on stock market returns from
the perspective of exchange rate changes. Thus, in order to
examine the internal mechanism of the COVID-19 pandemic
shock and fill the current academic research gap as much as
possible, we incorporate exchange rate factors into the research
framework on the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on
stock market returns and fully account for the bridge role
of exchange rates in the process of the COVID-19 pandemic
affecting stock market returns, which will enrich the research on
the influencing mechanism between the COVID-19 pandemic
and stock market returns.

Second, the current literature mostly researches the impact
of the COVID-19 epidemic on the stock market returns by
using GARCH family models. However, GARCH family models,
such as GARCH (11) and DCC-GARCH (12), are mostly
used to study the correlation and dynamic correlation analysis
between variables, and the model is hard to capture the impact
direction between variables. Thus, the TVP-VAR-SVmodel based
on dynamic time-varying parameters is used to overcome the
shortcoming that GARCH-family models cannot determine the
impact direction and describe comprehensively the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic on the stock market returns. Furthermore,
compared with GARCH-family models, the TVP-VAR-SVmodel
has a better conditional variance acquisition ability, which can
better capture the sharp changes in market volatility. Therefore,
the TVP-VAR-SV model enables a more comprehensive and
reasonable dynamic simulation of the shock process.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section Literature Review reviews related literature. Section
Methodology andData introduces the principle of the TVP-VAR-
SV model applied in this paper and describes the data used to
depict market characteristics. Section Empirical Result presents
the empirical results. Section Conclusion concludes the paper.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Considerable effort has been devoted to the study of the impact

of the COVID-19 pandemic on stock markets. Whether from
a theoretical or empirical perspective, most scholars’ research
results show that the COVID-19 pandemic has had a huge

negative impact on the stock markets of many countries (13–
18), which can only be alleviated by the lockdown (19), and
lead to a sharp increase of the return connectedness degree
across various assets, such as gold, crude oil, world equities,
currencies, and bonds (2, 20). Previous studies’ research objects
include the stock markets of individual countries and national
groups, such as emerging market countries (21) or major world
economies (14, 22–24). Furthermore, most existing literature
takes the volatility of the stock market as its research object
and regards it as the market risk reflecting the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic. However, such an assumption ignores
the directionality of the market volatility. Reflecting the market
situation with the change in stock market returns can depict
this impact from the perspectives of both returns and losses.
Therefore, this paper takes stock returns as the research object
to depict the COVID-19 pandemic impact.

Further literature shows that classical GARCH (11, 25) and
its extended models such as EGARCH (26), FIGARCH (27),
APGARCH (28), DCCGARCH (12), and BEKK (29) are the
main research methods. These methods have been applied to
evaluate the impact of the pandemic shock on the expected
average return and volatility of each stock index and to
then depict the asymmetry of this impact and the long-term
memory characteristics reflected by the stock market. Some
scholars use the wavelet framework to assess the relationship
between the COVID-19 pandemic and the stock market (30–
32). By constructing an international stock market risk contagion
network, some scholars have also estimated the impact and tail
risk changes of the COVID-19 pandemic under extreme market
conditions and have analyzed the topological structure changes
of stock market linkages (33, 34).

To sum up the above, the researchers have predominantly
selected the corresponding analysis model based on the
characteristics of stock market volatility. As a result, the further
exploration of the impact path of the COVID-19 pandemic at
the empirical level remains insufficient. For example, GARCH
models do well in evaluating the correlation between variables
but do not describe the impact direction. The construction of
a network topology can realize the visualization effect before
and after the incident but cannot reflect the specific dynamic
time-varying impact process. Hence, unlike previous studies, this
paper applies the TVP-VAR-SV model, which overcomes the
shortcomings of previously used research methods. This model
can dynamically simulate the changes of the impact that the
COVID-19 pandemic has had on the stock market via pulse
graph responses to realize the multi-impact relationship with
specific direction.

Furthermore, the COVID-19 pandemic has been regarded as
a major negative external shock event, and the current academic
circles divide the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on stock
market into micro and macro perspectives. As far as the micro

level of the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic concerned, firstly,
the COVID-19 pandemic affects the performance of enterprises
in the stock market by affecting corporate performance and
corporate social responsibility, which then indirectly impacts
the stock market. Many scholars have examined the short-term
impact of corporate social responsibility on stock returns and
its potential mechanisms during the crisis (7, 8, 35), but their
conclusions remain divergent. The second is to reflect the impact
of the COVID-19 pandemic on the stock market by depicting
the financial channels of this impact from the perspective of
investor sentiment. The impact of known negative events will
trigger a chain reaction and promote the spread of pessimistic
expectations (9), leading to increased financial instability. The
outbreak of COVID-19 has undoubtedly led to a surge in global
economic and political uncertainty, which induces investors to
act irrationally (36) and exacerbates the turmoil in the capital
market. Some studies constructed COVID-19 global fear indexes
to measure investors’ attention and fear regarding COVID-19
(37–39) and then examined the impact of the pandemic on
stock market volatility and returns using investor sentiment
channels. From amacro perspective, the existing literaturemostly
considers the trade links between countries as a new type of
COVID-19 shock channel. The trade exchanges among different
economies will become a risk transmission channel among
the stock markets (10) and further amplify the impact of the
pandemic. Secondly, the relationships among multiple capital
markets have been investigated to further understand the impact
channels of the pandemic shock. However, few studies pertaining
to the relationship between the COVID-19 pandemic and stock
market returns have used exchange rates in an intermediary role.

Additionally, most existing studies on the Granger causality
or non-linear relationship between stock market prices and
exchange rate fluctuations have made it clear that there is a
close correlation between the exchange market and the stock
market (40–42) and that exchange rate volatility mediated by
the money market (43) has an important risk conduction effect
on the stock market (41, 44), which to some extent exacerbates
the financial vulnerability of a country’s economy. Besides
that, with the development of econometric models, the time-
varying correlation between them has been further confirmed. In
addition, according to the historical experience of previous crises
such as the 2008 financial crisis, the linkage degree between the
stockmarket and the exchangemarket is further enhanced during
the crisis, which is also sufficiently credible. Therefore, in the
context of the global economic recession caused by the COVID-
19, it is of more important research value to explore the role
of exchange rate in stock market volatility. However, referring
to the investigation of existing literature, there are relatively few
studies on the linkage effect of stockmarket and foreign exchange
market with the COVID-19 outbreaks as the background, and the
role of exchange rates in this shock of the COVID-19 pandemic
on the stock returns has not yet been demonstrated. After
comprehensive consideration, this paper takes the exchange rate
as an important transmission channel for the impact of COVID-
19 pandemic on the stock market. This means that the pandemic
has an impact on exchange rate fluctuations, which in turn affects
the stock price level and thus the real economy. Thus, the impact
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channel of the COVID-19 pandemic affecting the stock market
can be further researched.

Based on the above discussion, this paper aims to solve the
following problems: 1) What is the dynamic impact process
of the COVID-19 pandemic on the stock market? 2) How
does the COVID-19 pandemic affect stock market returns in
a specific time nodes? 3) Does the exchange rate play a role
in this shock, and if so, how? This paper uses the TVP-VAR-
SV model to simulate the dynamic process of the COVID-
19 pandemic affecting the stock market and focuses on the
role of the exchange rate as an intermediary in this process
to achieve an accurate description of the whole impact process
at different points in time. Our research extends the existing
literature work, considering the exchange rate as an index that
cannot be ignored in this impact, and obtains a more accurate
and comprehensive impact process with a time-varying model,
which enriches the research on the content of the COVID-19
impact on the stock market.

METHODOLOGY AND DATA

Research Design
To investigate the impulse impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
on stock market returns, we used the TVP-VAR-SV model to do
the following:

• Identify the time-varying impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
on stock returns;

• Introduce the exchange rate into the research framework and
analyze the indirect effect of the COVID-19 pandemic on stock
returns according to the transmission chain: the COVID-19
pandemic—exchange rate fluctuation—stock returns;

• Study the dynamic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on
stock returns in a specific period.

This research will provide evidence regarding the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic on stock returns.

Methodology
The TVP-VAR-SV model proposed by Nakajima (45) is used to
investigate the equal-interval impulse impact of the COVID-19
pandemic on stock returns, to explore the time-varying and non-
linear characteristics of the impulse impact, and to analyze the
intermediary effect of the exchange rate and the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic on the stock returns for a specific period.
At present, few studies have used this method to study the impact
of the COVID-19 pandemic on stock returns. We attempted to
use this method to deeply explore the time-varying impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic on stock returns to accurately characterize
the characteristics and heterogeneity of the impact of pandemics
on stock returns at different times.

Since Sims (46) proposed the vector autoregressive (VAR)
model, the VAR model has been continuously extended, and the
TVP-VAR-SV model is one important variation. Primiceri (47)
first introduced time-varying parameters into the VAR model,
and this model was further improved by Nakajima (45). The basic

structural VAR model is as follows:

Ayt = B1yt−1 + B2yt−2 + . . . + Bsyt−s + µt (1)

where t = s + 1, · · · , n, t represents time, and s is the
number of lag periods; yt is the k × 1 order vector composed
of the investigated variables, and k is the number of investigated
variables. Combined with the research content of this paper, the
variables to be investigated are the growth rate of confirmed
cases of the COVID-19 pandemic, stock returns, and the
exchange rate volatility index. Both A and B1, . . . ,Bs are k × k
parameter matrices; µt measures the structural shock; and µt ∼

N(0,ψψ), where:

ψ =









σ1 0 . . . 0
0 σ2 . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . .

0 0 . . . σ k









(2)

In Equation (2), σ is the standard deviation. Assuming that the
structural impact obeys recursive identification, that is, matrix A
is a matrix with a lower triangular form,

A =









1 0 . . . 0
a21 1 . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . .

ak1 ak2 . . . 1









(3)

Equation (1) can be transformed into the following VAR model:

yt = 81yt−1 +82yt−2 + . . .+8syt−s + A−1ψεt (4)

In Equation (4), εt is a residual, and εt ∼ N(0, Ik), Ik is a unit
matrix; 8i = A−1Bi, and i = 1, 2, . . . , s. We processed the
elements on each row of the matrix 8i and converted them into
β form; β is the k2s × 1 order vector. Meanwhile, we defined
Xt = Ik ⊗ (y′t−1, · · · , y′t−s), where ⊗ is the Kronecker product.
Thus, the VAR model can be expressed as follows:

yt = Xtβ + A−1ψεt (5)

The parameters in the model are non-time-varying. Considering
that the parameters are variable over time, the model is the TVP-
VAR model. The TVP-VAR model with random volatility (i.e.,
the TVP-VAR-SV model) can be expressed as follows:

yt = Xtβt + A−1
t ψtεt (6)

In Equation (6), the parameters βt , At , and ψt are time-
varying. According to the research of Primiceri (47), the elements
of the lower triangle in matrix At can be transformed and

expressed as a1 = (a21, a31, a32, a41, · · · , ak,k−1)
′

; while ht =

(h1t , h2t , · · · , hkt)
′

; hjt = Lnσ 2
jt ; j = 1, 2, · · · , k; and the volatility

of a country’s stock market returns reflects its macroeconomic
situation t = s + 1, · · · , n. Assuming that the parameters in
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TABLE 1 | Stock price index selection of sample countries.

Country name Stock price index

The United States Nasdaq 100 Index

The United Kingdom UK 100 Index

Germany Germany DAX30 index

France France CAC40 Index

Italy Italy 100 Index

Japan Nikkei 225 Index

Canada Toronto composite index of Canada

Stock price index data for sample countries come from Investing.com.

Equation (6) follow the random walk process where βt+1 =

βt + µβt ; at+1 = at + µat ; ht+1 = ht + µht ; and there is:









εt
µβt
µat
µht









∼ N









0,









I 0 0 0
0 ψβ 0 0
0 0 ψa 0
0 0 0 ψh

















(7)

In Equation (7), βs+1 ∼ N(µβ0 ,ψβ0 ); as+1 ∼ N(µa0 ,ψa0 );
and hs+1 ∼ N(µh0 ,ψh0 ). To reduce the processing difficulty
of the likelihood function under random fluctuations, we
utilized the Monte Carlo (MCMC) method to simulate sampling
and estimated the model parameters after obtaining their
posterior distribution.

Data
To study the dynamic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on
stock returns, we selected G7 countries as research samples. The
sample countries are the major developed countries in the world
and include American countries, European countries, and Asian
countries, among which the sum of their gross domestic product
in 2020 accounted for about 44.58%1 of the total global gross
domestic product. Thus, the sample is representative.

We measured the COVID-19 pandemic degree and the
COVID-19 pandemic spreading speed for the sample countries
using the first-order logarithmic difference of the number of
confirmed COVID-19 cases. The cumulative data of the number
of confirmed COVID-19 cases in various countries comes from
the COVID-19 pandemic database of Johns Hopkins University
(https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map). In addition, we measured the
stock returns of each country using the first-order logarithmic
difference of the national stock index. The stock price index
selection of sample countries is shown inTable 1 and comes from
investment.com (https://cn.investing.com/indices/).

The domestic exchange rate fluctuations are represented by
the first-order logarithmic difference of the exchange rates of
sample countries (using the direct price method, with the US
dollar as the benchmark currency and the sample country’s
currency as the quoted currency). It is worth noting that the
sample countries include the United States, and the US currency
is the benchmark reference currency. Thus, its exchange rate

1Data source: the World Bank Database.

TABLE 2 | Lag order selection of TVP-VAR-SV model.

Country name Lag order selection

The United States One

The United Kingdom Two

Germany Two

France One

Italy Four

Japan Two

Canada One

The lag order of the TVP-VAR-SV model process is determined by the SBIC criteria.

is a constant of 1. To characterize the US dollar exchange rate
fluctuations, we used the US Dollar Index (USDX) as the proxy
variable of the US exchange rate. Additionally, Germany, France,
and Italy are all EU countries whose circulating currency is the
euro. Therefore, the exchange rate data of these three countries
are all based on the euro exchange rate, which come from the
Wind database.

Given the availability of sample data and the data available
after the first-order logarithmic difference processing, the sample
period in this paper covers the period from February 3, 2020 to
December 23, 2021. It is worth noting that the length of time from
December 20, 2021 to December 23, 2021 is <1 week, and this
paper is treated as 1 week. The frequency of sample data is weekly
data, and the sample comprises a total of 2,079 observations.

EMPIRICAL RESULTS

To ensure the robustness of the results, we determined the lag
period of the TVP-VAR-SV model process according to SBIC.
The selection of lag order in the estimation processes of sample
countries is shown in Table 2.

In accordance with the method of Nakajima (45), we
set the initial value of parameters to obtain the posterior
distribution of the estimated model parameters and then
simulated the sampling using the MCMC method with 20,000
samplings. The mean, standard deviation, 95% confidence
interval, and diagnostic statistical results of the TVP-VAR-SV
model’s parameter posterior distribution for the United States
are shown in Table 3, and the results of the TVP-VAR-SV
model’s parameter posterior distribution for other countries are
detailed in the Appendix. As shown in Table 3, the Geweke’s
convergence diagnostic value does not pass the significance test
at the 5% level, indicating that the parameters converge to the
posterior distribution. In addition, the invalid factors are small,
and the maximum value of the invalid factor is 98.10. Thus, at
least 20,000/98.10 = 203 irrelevant samples were obtained in
this paper, which proves that the simulation using the MCMC
algorithm is effective. The model estimation and diagnostic
results in the Appendix also show that the simulation using the
MCMC algorithm is reasonable.

Given that the basic data used in this study are time-series
data, it is necessary to test the stability of each sequence. The
augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test results for the US stock
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TABLE 3 | Results and diagnosis of MCMC estimation of US.

Parameter Mean Stdev 95%U 95%L Geweke Invalid factor

sb1 0.0025 0.0003 0.0019 0.0033 0.895 7.43

sb2 0.0023 0.0003 0.0018 0.0029 0.235 5.65

sa1 0.0057 0.0017 0.0034 0.0101 0.354 25.55

sa2 0.0076 0.0033 0.0039 0.0164 0.665 98.10

sh1 0.6930 0.1123 0.5022 0.9421 0.541 10.98

sh2 0.1177 0.0518 0.0487 0.2410 0.104 93.98

sbi, saj, shk (i = 1, 2; j = 1, 2; k = 1, 2) represent the i, j, k diagonal elements of
∑

β ,
∑

α ,

and
∑

h ; the estimates and standard deviations of
∑

β and
∑

α are multiplied by 100.

TABLE 4 | The result of unit root test of the United States’s data sequence.

ADF test 1% critical value 5% critical value 10% critical

value

US-COVID-19 −3.017** −3.513 −2.892 −2.581

US-Stock −7.810*** −3.513 −2.892 −2.581

US-Rate −8.930*** −3.513 −2.892 −2.581

***, **Denotes that it is significant at 1% and 5% significance level, respectively. “COVID-

19” represents the growth rate sequence of the confirmed cases of the COVID-19

epidemic, “Stock” represents the stock return rate sequence, and “Rate” is the exchange

rate fluctuation sequence.

returns, exchange rate fluctuations, and the growth rate sequence
of the number of confirmed COVID-19 cases are shown in
Table 4, and the ADF test results of other sample countries are
detailed in the Appendix.

Equal-Interval Impulse Response of Stock
Returns
In contrast to the fixed parameter VAR model, the TVP-
VAR-SV model can simulate the impulse response of different
lag periods. We estimated the impulse impact of the growth
rate of the number of confirmed cases of COVID-19 in
lag period 4, lag period 8, and lag period 12 on the stock
returns. The estimation results of sample countries are shown
in Figure 1. We clearly found that, at the beginning of the
COVID-19 pandemic, its spread harmed stock market indices,
and the stock market deficit effect was obvious. This finding
is consistent with the research conclusions of Ashraf (48),
Rahman et al. (49), Ahmar and del Val (50), Anh and Gan
(51), and Alfaro et al. (52). It may be related to the negative
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on national economic
systems, financial markets, and investor expectations. For
example, the COVID-19 pandemic has led to the shutdown
of enterprises and factories in globally important countries,
resulting in a gap in production capacity, which has had a
serious impact on the global production system and severely
restricted the development of the domestic macroeconomic
economy. Since the returns of the stock market are a
barometer of the economy, they decreased in accordance with
the mentioned developments. Simultaneously, global capital
liquidity has tightened due to the COVID-19 pandemic, which

also exacerbated the instability of the financial market. Thus,
the risk of the stock market continued to increase. In addition,
investor sentiment has also been seriously affected by the
global spread of COVID-19, resulting in increasing global panic.
Therefore, the expectations of investors and trading behavior
have changed, which has had a serious negative impact on
stock market returns (53). This impact will not be mitigated
by economic assistance plans or fiscal stimulus in the short
term (16).

However, the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the stock
returns is time-varying and related to the length of the time
window. With the extension of the time window, the impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic shock gradually weakens. In Figure 1,
the negative impact of the domestic epidemics in Germany,
France, Italy, the United Kingdom, Canada, and Japan on stock
returns declined over time, and the impact of the US epidemic on
its stock market also declined by November 2020. There are three
main reasons for this decline in impact. First, with the global
spread of the COVID-19 pandemic, more attention has been
paid by each country to the COVID-19 pandemic, and various
measures have been successively taken, such as shutdowns,
laying off, and home isolation. Meanwhile, as the pandemic has
become normalized, countries have accumulated considerable
experience in the prevention and control of the pandemic, and
their prevention and control has been continuously improved.
Second, the pessimism of the ordinary investors regarding
the economy and stock market was only shown in the short
term (54) after the stock market crash. Over time, the panic
emotions of investors gradually stabilized, and the effectiveness
of the investor sentiment mechanism on stock market returns
declined. Third, some new investment opportunities for some
industries have also been produced due to the COVID-19
pandemic, such as low-end (mask production) and high-end
(ventilator manufacturing) manufacturing, the pharmaceutical
industry (COVID-19 vaccine and related drug research and
development), and the Internet communication industry (cloud-
computing industry chain), which have led to technical and
structural bull markets in the stock market. Hence, over time, the
negative impact of COVID-19 on stock market returns gradually
weakened, and the pandemic in some sample countries even had
a positive effect on stock market returns.

Additionally, the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on
stock returns is also heterogeneous in different lag periods.
For example, the pulse curve of Germany for lag period 4
is always lower than that of lag period 8 and lag period 12.
During the period from August 2021 to December 2021 (the time
interval from 80 to 100 on the horizontal axis in Figure 1), the
COVID-19 pandemic began to positively impact the stockmarket
returns during lag period 12, while the COVID-19 pandemic still
imposed an inhibitory effect on the stock market returns during
lag period 4, which proves that the longer the lag period is, the
weaker the negative impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the
stock returns is, that is, the impact of the early pandemic on the
later stock market trend gradually decreases over time.

Notably, the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on stock
returns is also heterogeneous in different countries. As Europe is
one of the global outbreak centers of the COVID-19 pandemic,
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FIGURE 1 | The equal interval impulse response of stock returns to the COVID-19 epidemic.
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European stock markets have been hit disastrously by the
COVID-19 pandemic. Compared with Italy, the COVID-19
epidemics in the United Kingdom, France, and Germany have
had a stronger impact on stock market returns. However,
compared with the United Kingdom, France, and Italy, the
impulse effect of the German COVID-19 epidemic on the stock
market changed from negative to positive, that is, the inhibitory
effect of the epidemic on the returns of the German stock market
gradually declined, which is mainly due to the rich medical
resources of Germany, the continuous improvement of the
German government’s anti-epidemic measures, and the efficiency
of the country’s epidemic prevention. Thus, the panic emotions
of investors have gradually slowed down, and pessimistic
expectations have dissipated (55). Similar to Germany, Japan
has also benefited from earlier mandatory shutdowns and home
isolation policies, which effectively inhibited the spread of the
COVID-19 epidemic in Japan and reduced its negative impact
on the country’s stock market returns. Therefore, the impact of
the Japanese COVID-19 epidemic on the stock market returns
showed a positive reversal in November 2020, indicating that
the timeliness and mandatory nature of the government’s anti-
epidemic policy were crucial regulatory factors for the stock
market returns.

With respect to the United States, which is one of the centers
of the COVID-19 pandemic, the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic on stock returns shows strong repeatability, which is
mainly related to the American COVID-19 epidemic situation
and the economic status of the United States. For example, since
March 2020, the number of confirmed COVID-19 cases in the
United States has surged, yet the government has not paid enough
attention to the COVID-19 epidemic. As a result, pessimistic
domestic expectations have been continuously amplified, and
the panic emotions have spread rapidly due to the fear of the
economy being shocked severely. Moreover, as the United States
is the global economic center, there is a close economic and
trade relationship between the United States and other countries,
which leads to the frequent recurrence of the domestic COVID-
19 epidemic. Therefore, the returns of the US stock market
have fluctuated and gradually fallen. The COVID-19 epidemic in
adjacent Canada is also severe, which has had a strong negative
impact on Canada domestic stock market returns.

Impulse Impact of the Exchange Rate
Channel on the COVID-19 Pandemic
With the above analysis, the direct impact of the COVID-19
pandemic on stock market returns can be clarified. However,
as an important part of the financial market, the stock market
is affected by multiple financial factors, such as exchange rates,
which may become an indirect channel for the impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic on the stock market. This paper
will therefore add to the research on the relationship between
the COVID-19 pandemic and the stock market returns.
We introduced the exchange rate channel into the research
framework and examined the indirect impact of the COVID-
19 pandemic on the stock market returns according to the
transmission chain: the COVID-19 pandemic—exchange rate

fluctuation—stock market returns. In this paper, the exchange
rate regime classification criteria in Ilzetzki et al. (56) is used
to determine the exchange rate regimes of each sample country.
Among them, the United States, the United Kingdom, and
Japan have free-floating exchange rate regimes, Canada has the
managed floating exchange rate regimes, and Germany, France,
and Italy have fixed exchange rate regimes.

The empirical results are shown in Figure 2. First, the
shocks of the COVID-19 pandemic on the exchange rates
of various countries have clear dynamic characteristics. For
example, the continual impact of the COVID-19 epidemic in
the United States on the domestic exchange rate gradually
changed from appreciation pressure to depreciation pressure.
By contrast, the domestic exchange rate fluctuation pressure of
other countries has been shifted from depreciation pressure to
appreciation pressure. The main reasons for this phenomenon
are that the United States, as a global economic center, is a safe
haven for investors to avoid risks. Therefore, at the beginning of
the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, the global currency
flowed to the United States, which opened the appreciation
channel of the US dollar, while the pressure on other currencies to
devalue increased. Along with the increasingly serious domestic
epidemic in the United States, domestic capital has shown an
outflow trend. Thus, the appreciation rate of the US dollar has
slowed down, and the depreciation pressure has risen.

In addition, the impact of exchange rate fluctuations due to
the shock of the COVID-19 pandemic on stock market returns
is heterogeneous. For the United States, the United Kingdom,
and Japan, the impact of exchange rate fluctuations on stock
market returns under the free-floating exchange rate regime is
almost zero, mainly because the sensitivity of the stock market to
exchange rate fluctuations has been reduced by the free-floating
exchange rate mechanism. In addition, the ternary paradox
shows that the floating exchange rate system can absorb external
uncertainty shocks under the free flow of cross-border capital,
which is also an important reason for the weak impact of the
outbreak of the COVID-19 epidemic in the floating exchange rate
countries on the stock market. As far as Canada is concerned,
the fluctuation direction of the exchange rate under the managed
floating exchange rate regime partly indicates the tolerance
of the government to exchange rate fluctuation, the direction
of government policy, and the expectation of the government
to domestic economic development. Therefore, the fluctuation
direction of the Canadian exchange rate is synchronized with
the change direction of stock market returns, which means
that, when the domestic exchange rate is under the pressure of
depreciation, domestic capital flows into the foreign exchange
market, market liquidity is extracted, and stock market returns
decline; when the domestic exchange rate is under the pressure of
appreciation, investors show optimistic investment expectations,
and domestic returns rise. Accordingly, under the managed
floating exchange rate regime, the guidance and intervention
of government on the exchange rate has also become one
of the important measures regulating the trend of the stock
market. As far as Germany is concerned, there is an inverted
“N” trend in the impact of exchange rate fluctuations on stock
market returns during lag period 4 and lag period 12, while the
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FIGURE 2 | The pulse impact of the COVID-19 epidemic on the exchange rate channel of stock returns.
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pressure of exchange rate appreciation and depreciation changes
synchronously with the stock market returns during lag period
8. As far as France and Italy are concerned, the increase of the
stock market returns in the short-term lag period is promoted
by the depreciation pressure of the exchange rate, which is
mainly caused by the export-oriented economic characteristics
of the two countries. In lag period 12, the depreciation pressure
of the exchange rate and the stock market returns change
synchronously, indicating that the changes of the domestic
liquidity brought by the exchange rate fluctuation in the long-
term lag period and investors’ expectations are important factors
affecting the domestic stock returns.

Impulse Shock of COVID-19 at Different
Times
To further explore the impact characteristics of the COVID-19
pandemic on stock returns in a specific period, this paper selects
four points in time, as shown in Table 5.

The empirical results are shown in Figure 3. During the US
stock market meltdown period from March 9, 2020 to March
15, 2020, the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic in sample
countries had a significant negative impact on stock market
returns. In the following three periods, the negative impacts
of the COVID-19 pandemic on stock market returns were
successively shorter, and the recovery speeds were successively
faster. Especially following the period of the global stock market
plunge from January 25, 2021 to January 31, 2021 and the rapid
decline of the global stock market on November 29, 2021 and
December 5, 2021, stock market returns recovered rapidly and
even became greater than previously. This occurrence was closely
related to improved national epidemic prevention and control
efforts and the dissipation of investor panic. Meanwhile, the
impact direction of the COVID-19 pandemic on the exchange
rates varies during different periods. For example, along with
the specific time period, the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
on the US dollar gradually shifted from appreciation pressure
to depreciation pressure, while other countries experienced the
inverse, which confirms the robustness of the above conclusions.

Furthermore, it is worth noting that, since the exchange
rate regimes of the sample countries have not changed in the
short term, the change trend of the impact of the exchange rate
fluctuation adding a standard deviation on the stock market
returns almost coincides at different time periods.

CONCLUSION

In this article, the TVP-VAR-SV model was used to explore
the time-varying impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on stock
returns. On the basis of existing literature, relevant research
conclusions have been enriched and expanded. The main
conclusions of this paper are as follows.

First, the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic has had a
significant negative impact on stock returns, while the impact has
time-varying characteristics, which means that the impact degree
is related to the length of the time window. As the time window
increased, the negative impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on

TABLE 5 | Time node selection and reasons.

Time selection Time

nodes

Reason explanations

March 9, 2020 to March 15, 2020 6 The US stock market blew

twice, and many stock markets

around the world plummeted.

April 27, 2020 to May 3, 2020 13 Global stock markets crash

January 25, 2021 to January 31, 2021 52 Global stock markets plunge

November 29, 2021 to December 5, 2021 96 Global stock market fell rapidly

The time span of each time node is 1 week.

stock returns gradually decreased. For example, the negative
impact of domestic COVID-19 epidemics in Germany, France,
Italy, the United Kingdom, Canada, and Japan on stock returns
gradually decreased with the extension of the time window.

Second, the timeliness, compulsoriness, and effectiveness of
the anti-epidemic policies implemented by governments have
been crucial regulatory factors for stock market returns. For
example, the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic in Germany
and Japan on stock returns has changed from negative to positive
due to effective anti-epidemic measures. However, the U.S.
domestic COVID-19 pandemic is frequently repeated, thus, the
negative impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on stock returns
in the United States shows strong repeatability and even an
increasing trend.

Third, the impact of the early stage of the COVID-19
pandemic on the stock market trend was stronger than in the
later stage, where it gradually weakened with increases in the
intermediate time interval. For example, compared with lag
period 4, the negative impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the
stock returns in lag period 12 is less and even begins to have a
positive effect on the stock market. Over time, the duration of
the negative impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the stock
returns decreased, and the recovery rate following the impact
became faster.

Fourth, under the managed floating exchange rate regime,
stock market returns changed synchronously with the pressures
of exchange rate appreciation and depreciation, especially in the
middle and later periods. The exchange rate can be used as a
“buffer” against the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the
stock market. Under the free-floating exchange rate regime, the
effect of the exchange rate on stock returns was almost zero; for
the eurozone countries, the impact of exchange rate channels is
related to the characteristics of the national economies, while in
the medium and long term, exchange rates were still used as an
important tool tomoderate the negative impact of the COVID-19
pandemic on the stock market.

Some policy implications can be drawn from the above
conclusions. First, governments need to respond quickly to
the COVID-19 pandemic because adopting strong short-term
policies is more practical than adopting long-term ones. For
example, governments should apply big-data technology to
set up sensitive early warning and response mechanisms and
strengthen its risk assessment of the stock market to effectively
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FIGURE 3 | Impulse response of stock returns to the COVID-19 epidemic at different time nodes.

counteract the impact of the pandemic in the short term. Second,
the effectiveness of the anti-epidemic policies implemented by
governments is a crucial factor that offsets the negative impact
of the COVID-19 pandemic on stock market returns. Therefore,
to curb risk shocks from their root, governments still need to pay
attention to epidemic prevention and control, efficiently utilize
existing medical resources, and ensure policy implementation
by improving the compulsion and effectiveness of epidemic
prevention policies. Third, governments should fully consider
the time lag of their policies and implement policies according
to the stage of an epidemic. For example, in the early stage of
a shock, prevention and control should be given priority, and
in the long term, attention should be paid to helping the stock
market recover through means such as guiding the direction of
public opinion with positive policy predictions and maintaining

the authenticity of disseminated information to ensure the
stability of the capital market. Fourth, governments should make
appropriate monetary interventions, strengthen their control of
exchange rate fluctuations, and extend the duration of monetary
intervention measures to ensure the stability of exchange rates,
such as reducing large-scale quantitative easing policies and
limiting currency trade between countries; simultaneously, the
direction of exchange rate fluctuation can be flexibly adjusted by
the governments to maximize the role of the exchange rate as the
“buffer” between the COVID-19 pandemic and the stock market.

It is worth noting that the research conclusions of this paper
with G7 group as the sample still have applicability and reference
value for emerging economies.

After the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, it spread
rapidly around the world in a short period of time. Under the
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process of global economic integration, the COVID-19 epidemics
among countries mutually infect, the dynamic correlation level
of global epidemics is increasing, and the characteristics of the
epidemics globalization are increasingly obvious. Specifically,
the global spread of the COVID-19 pandemic is centered on
the United States, the United Kingdom and Indonesia, and
the central divergence mode and chain mode are the main
transmission modes (55). Thus, countries with close economic
and geographical connections with the above three countries
have suffered epidemic input shocks, such as Mexico, Turkey and
India. As the global COVID-19 epidemics gradually resonate, the
severity of domestic epidemics in some countries has become
increasingly similar, such as the United States and Canada,
Canada and Mexico, the United States and Indonesia, Indonesia
and Canada. Therefore, both the G7 group and emerging
economies face common challenges from the global COVID-19
epidemic in the current context. In addition, with the COVID-
19 epidemic sweeping the world, the global capital market has
suffered a serious impact, and under the continuous spillover
of global financial risks, the frequency of capital markets across
countries is gradually consistent. For example, China’s Shanghai
Composite Index reached a huge drop of 7.72% on February
3 (the first trading day after the Spring Festival), and more
than 3,000 stocks in the A-share market fell. The stock indexes
of other developed and developing countries have plummeted
since March, triggering a “meltdown” in multinational stock
markets including the US, Brazil, South Korea, Canada and
the Philippines. Systemic financial risk spreads rapidly among
international markets, global investor risk preferences decline
rapidly, and panic spreads globally. Subsequently, however, stock
indexes rose steadily and the negative impact of the COVID-19
epidemic weakened, such as the Nasdaq 100 index, the Russian
RTS index, the Jakarta composite index, the Kuala Lumpur
index of Malaysia, the MXX index of Mexico, the IBOVESPA
index of São Paulo, Brazil and the Shanghai Composite Index
of China.

Based on this, both developed and emerging economies
face similar COVID-19 epidemic shocks and the trend of the
stock market response are roughly the same, especially in the
context of global economic and financial integration and low

threshold cross-border spillover of systemic risk, even if the level
of economic development and characteristics of each country
are different, which is closely related to the flow of cross-
border capital driven by investor sentiment factors and there
are similarities between human panic and greed. In addition, G7
countries have the same classification of exchange rate regimes
as some new economies, such as Canada and Brazil, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Mexico; Germany, France, Italy and Denmark, Saudi
Arabia. Therefore, the research conclusions of this paper with G7
group as the sample still have applicability and reference value for
emerging economies.
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